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In spinful electronic systems, time-reversal symmetry makes that all Kramers pairs at the time-
reversal-invariant momenta are Weyl points (WPs) in chiral crystals. Here, we find that such
symmetry-enforced WPs can also emerge in bosonic systems (e.g. phonons and photons) due to
nonsymmorphic symmetries. We demonstrate that for some nonsymmorphic chiral space groups,
several high-symmetry k-points can host only WPs in the phononic systems, dubbed symmetry-
enforced Weyl phonons (SEWPs). The SEWPs, enumerated in Table I, are pinned at the boundary
of the three-dimensional (3D) Brillouin zone (BZ) and protected by nonsymmorphic crystal sym-
metries. By performing first-principles calculations and symmetry analysis, we propose that as an
example of SEWPs, the two-fold degeneracies at P are monopole WPs in K2Sn2O3 with space group
199. The two WPs of the same chirality at two nonequivalent P points are related by time-reversal
symmetry. In particular, at ∼ 17.5 THz, a spin-1 Weyl phonon is also found at H, since two Weyl
phonons at P carrying a non-zero net Chern number cannot exist alone in the 3D BZ. The significant
separation between P and H points makes the surface arcs long and clearly visible. Our findings not
only present an effective way to search for WPs in bosonic systems, but also offer some promising
candidates for studying monopole Weyl and spin-1 Weyl phonons in realistic materials.
INTRODUCTION
Topological phonons[1–8], referring to the quantized ex-
cited vibrational states of interacting atoms, have been
most recently attracted attentions in condensed matter
physics because of their unique physical nature[8–13].
In similarity to various quasi-particles in electronic sys-
tems, topological phonons such as (spin-1/2 or monopole)
Weyl, Dirac, spin-1 Weyl and charge-2 Dirac phonons
have been predicted/observed in 3D momentum space
of solid crystals[14–22], strengthening largely our under-
standing of elementary particles in the universe. For in-
stance, Zhang et al. predicted that both spin-1 Weyl
phonons and charge-2 Dirac phonons exist in the CoSi
system[22]. The coexistence of the above two differ-
ent classes of topological phononic quasi-particles ex-
hibits exotic topologically nontrivial features, such as
noncontractible surface arcs and double-helicoid surface
states[23]. Moreover, phonons can be excited to all en-
ergy space to generate unusual transport behaviors, since
they are not limited by Pauli exclusion principle and
Fermi surfaces in materials. The phononic systems with
these particular properties provide a good platform for
studying topological bosonic states in experiments.
According to Nielsen-Ninomiya no-go theorem[25],
WPs always come in pairs with opposite chirality, act-
ing as sources/sinks of Berry curvature in the 3D BZ[26].
The WPs are formed by two bands with linear disper-
sions in 3D momentum space, which have Chern num-
bers (C) of ±1 and robust against small perturbations.
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FIG. 1: The schematic symmetry-enforced (spin-1/2
or monopole) Weyl points. As we know, a WP can be
stabilized at a general point in the 3D BZ without any sym-
metries. However, an additional symmetry can pin the WP
at a fixed point. A In a spinful system of a chiral crystal,
all the Kramers degenerapcies at the time-reversal invariant
momenta (TRIM) are representing WPs. In a spinless sys-
tem of a chiral crystal, the two-fold degeneracies can also
be enforced to form WPs, by some non-symmorphic crystal
(unitary) symmetries in B or by the combined (anti-unitary)
symmetry of TR symmetry and a four-fold screw symmetry
41 in C.
They are usually not easy to be predicted due to the
lack of symmetry protections, and the predictions of WPs
usually require comprehensive numerical calculations in
the 3D BZ[27]. However, in the spinful electronic sys-
tems, Kramers pairs at the time-reversal-invariant mo-
menta are enforced to be WPs by time-reversal (TR)
symmetry in chiral crystals (Fig. 1A), where there are
no improper rotation symmetries, such as inversion or
mirror[15, 16]. In this work, by checking the symme-
tries of 230 space groups (SGs), we have uncovered that
symmetry-enforced WPs can also emerge in bosonic sys-
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2TABLE I: The list of the SEWPs. The first and the sec-
ond columns indicate the SG number and the corresponding
high-symmetry k-point, respectively. The third and fourth
columns show the abstract group (AG), which the little group
of the k-point is isomorphic with, and the corresponding ir-
reps (separated by semicolons). The k-point (uvw) ≡ ug1 +
vg2 + wg3 and the translation {E|abc} ≡ T (at1 + bt2 + ct3)
are given in units of the primitive reciprocal lattice vectors
(i.e., g1,g2,g3) and primitive lattice vectors (i.e., t1, t2, t3).
See more details for the AGs, their character tables and the
definition of these lattice vectors in Ref. [24].
space group k-point AG irreps {A,B} = 0
24 I212121 W (
1
4
1
4
1
4
) G716 R9 A:{C2z| 120 12}
B:{C2y| 12 120}
80 I41 P (
1
4
1
4
1
4
) G12 R1R2 (T · 41)4 = −1
41:{C4z| 34 14 12}
98 I4122 P (
1
4
1
4
1
4
) G716 R10 A:{C2z|000}
B:{C2y|0 12 12}
199 I213 P (
1
4
1
4
1
4
) G348 R7;R8;R9 A:{C2x| 12 120}
B:{C2z| 321 12}
210 F4132 W (
1
2
1
4
3
4
) G716 R10 A:{C2x|000}
B:{C2f | 14 14 14}
C2f :xyz 7→ x¯z¯y¯
214 I4132 P (
1
4
1
4
1
4
) G348 R7;R8;R9 A:{C2x| 12 120}
B:{C2z| 321 12}
tems, such as phonons (mainly discussed in the work),
photons, and so on, due to the presence of nonsymmor-
phic symmetries (Figs. 1B and C). These WPs are all
pinned at the high-symmetry k-points on the boundary
of the 3D BZ. Unlike the TR-enforced WPs in spin-
ful electronic systems[15], where the WPs are usually
buried in bulk states due to the weak strength of spin-
orbit coupling, the nonsymmorphic-crystal-symmetry-
enforced Weyl phonons can be well exposed. Conse-
quently, the associated surface arcs are long and robust,
which can be easily probed in future experiments. By
performing symmetry analysis in 230 SGs in the presence
of TR symmetry, we have demonstrated that for some
chiral SGs, several high-symmetry k -points can host
only WPs in the phononic systems, dubbed symmetry-
enforced Weyl phonons (SEWPs). We enumerate all the
SEWPs at the high-symmetry k-points of the SGs in Ta-
ble I. In this Table, all the phonon bands are doubly de-
generate at those high-symmetry k-points and each two-
fold degeneracy represents a WP. Thus, one can easily
predict WPs in such systems as long as the materials are
of the SGs in Table I. The results significantly lower the
difficulty to predict the WPs in bosonic systems.
By employing first-principles calculations, we pre-
dicted that as an example of the SEWPs, two-fold degen-
eracies at the P point are WPs in the crystal of K2Sn2O3
in SG 199. First, there are two non-equivalent P points in
the first BZ, which are related by time-reversal symmetry.
Therefore, the WPs at two P points host the same chiral-
ity. Second, at ∼ 17.5 THz, a spin-1 Weyl phonon is also
found at H, since two Weyl phonons at P carrying a non-
zero net Chern number cannot exist alone in the 3D BZ.
Third, the spin-1 Weyl phonon here has been found to lo-
cate on the boundary of the BZ, which is robust against
the LOTO (longitudinal and transverse optical phonon
splitting) modification in the phonon spectrum. Lastly,
the symmetry-related WPs host the same chiral charge,
giving rise to nontrivial isofrequency surfaces of phonons,
associated with nonzero Chern numbers. In addition, the
long surface arcs and the double-helicoid states are pre-
sented as well. More examples of SEWPs can be found in
the Supplementary Materials (SM). These new findings
not only provide an effective way to search for monopole
WPs in bosonic systems, but also predict some promis-
ing candidates for studying topological quasiparticles in
experiments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Searching for SEWPs by symmetry analysis
The guiding principle of our search is to find two-
dimensional irreducible representations (irreps) of the
(little) group of lattice symmetries at high-symmetry k-
points in the 3D BZ for each of the 230 SGs in the
presence of TR symmetry; the dimension of the irreps
corresponds to the number of bands that meet at the
high-symmetry k-points. Then, one has to exclude the
SGs that contain improper rotational symmetries or two-
fold screw symmetries (C¯2) with [C¯2T ]2 = −1, to make
sure that there is no double degeneracy along any high-
symmetry line/plane crossing these k-points. Since we
are interested in bosonic systems, we consider only the
single-valued representations; TR symmetry is an antiu-
nitary that squares to 1 (i.e., [T ]2 = 1). We find that
the two-fold WPs pinned at high-symmetry k-points in
bosonic systems can have Chern numbers of ±1 [i.e.,
(monopole) WPs], ±2 [i.e., double WPs] and ±4 [i.e.,
quadruple WPs], respectively. The (monopole) WPs are
formed by two bands with linear dispersions[28] and can
be stabilized at general points in 3D momentum space,
while two bands of the double and quadruple WPs have
nonlinear dispersions[28–34], which are usually pinned at
high-symmetry k-points by symmetries. A complete list
of the high-symmetry k-points, where these three kinds
of two-fold WPs can be pinned and protected in bosonic
systems, is presented in Table S1 in Section A of the SM.
For most of them, besides the two-dimensional irreps,
one-dimensional and/or three-dimensional irreps are also
allowed. However, at several specific k-points, only the
two-dimensional irrep of WPs is allowed in the phononic
systems, dubbed SEWPs, which we are mainly focused
on in this work.
The results of SEWPs are summarized in Table I.
These SEWPs are monopole WPs and are located on
the boundary of the 3D BZ. All of them are chiral SGs
with non-symmorphic symmetries, and all representa-
tions are projective; these are in fact necessary ingredi-
ents for the (spin-1/2) Weyl excitations in the phononic
systems. We find that most of two-fold degeneracies
3are protected by the anti-commutation relation of two
unitary operators (i.e., {A,B} = 0) in Table I, ex-
cept for SG 80. At the P point of SG 80, an antiuni-
tary symmetry of its little group is the combined oper-
ator of time reversal (T ) and four-fold screw symmetry
(41 ≡ {C4z| 34 14 12})(see the definition in Ref. [24]. One
can check that (T · 41)4 = {E|110} = e2ipi( 14+ 14 ) = −1,
which enforces a Kramers-like degeneracy as discussed in
Ref. [35].
Then, we take SG 199 as an example to illustrate the
anti-commutation relation in the main text (see more
derivations for all other SGs in Table I in Section D of
the SM). SG 199 hosts only Weyl phonons at the P point
(the high-symmetry points are defined in Ref. [24]), even
though it hosts three different irreps of the AG G348 in
Table I. This SG has a body-centered cubic Bravais lat-
tice. The operators C2x and C2z acting on the primitive
lattice vectors (t1, t2, t3) are presented[24] as follows:
C2x
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) −1 0 0−1 0 1
−1 1 0
 ;
C2z
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) 0 1 −11 0 −1
0 0 −1
 .
(1)
Thus,
AB = {C2x|1
2
1
2
0}{C2z|3
2
1
1
2
} = {C2y| − 1,−1
2
,−1
2
}
BA = {C2z|3
2
1
1
2
}{C2x|1
2
1
2
0} = {C2y|23
2
1
2
}
= {E|3, 2, 1}AB (2)
At the P point (14 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ), the pure translation operator
{E|3, 2, 1} is expressed as e2ipi(3+2+1)/4 = −1. Therefore,
we get {A,B} = 0, which yields all the phonon bands to
be at least two-fold degenerate at the P point. Note that
no higher n-dimensional irreps (n > 2) are found at P.
In addition, we have checked that there is no symmetry-
protected degeneracy on the high-symmetry planes/lines
crossing the P point.
Effective k · p models
Let’s consider a two-band model at the P point in SG 199
first. We have A2 = {E|000} = 1, B2 = {E|220} = 1
with E the identity operator and {A,B} = 0. With the
matrix representations of A = σx and B = σz, the k · p
invariant Hamiltonian is derived as (to the first order),
H199P (k) = v1σxkx + v2σyky + v3σzkz (3)
with σx,y,z Pauli matrices, kx,y,z momentum offset from
P point, and v1,2,3 real coefficients. Obviously, it’s a Weyl
Hamiltonian. Other SGs in Table I with antiunitary com-
mutation relations share the similar results. We notice
that the P point is a TR non-invariant point at a corner of
the BZ (i.e., P 6= −P). Those systems host another Weyl
phonon of the same chirality at −P due to TR symme-
try, indicating that there must be some other nontrivial
excitation(s) in the systems, since the two Weyl phonons
carrying a non-zero net Chern number cannot exist alone
in the 3D BZ. Here, we choose K2Sn2O3 in SG 199 as an
example for illustration, which exhibits a spin-1 Weyl
phonon (C = 2) at H and two Weyl phonons (C = −1)
at P between the 39th and 40th bands.
Then we consider the P point in SG 80, where we
cannot find two symmetry operators with the anti-
commutation relation. We consider two symmetry opera-
tors at P point: D = {C2z|100} = 421 and T ·41, where 41
is a nonsymmorphic four-fold rotational symmetry, fol-
lowed by a fractional lattice translation [T(~c/4), where ~c
is a lattice constant in the z direction]. It is worth noting
that 41 is not a symmetry operator that keeps P invari-
ant (see more details in the SM). We can express the two
operators as D = −iσz and T ·41 = 1√2 (σx+σy)K, which
meet the conditions: (T · 41)2 = D and (T · 41)4 = −1.
Thus, the k ·p invariant Hamiltonian is derived as (to the
first order of k),
H80P (k) = (v1kx + v2ky)σx + (v2kx − v1ky)σy + v3σzkz
= v1[(kx + θky)σx + (θkx − ky)σy] + v3σzkz
=
√
v21 + v
2
2
(
k||σx + k⊥σy
)
+ v3σzkz (4)
with θ = v2v1 , k|| =
kx+θky√
1+θ2
and k⊥ =
θkx−ky√
1+θ2
. It’s also a
Weyl Hamiltonian with isotropy in the kx − ky plane.
SEWPs in realistic materials
Based on our symmetry analysis, the phonon dispersions
of any material in the SGs in Table I have to contain WPs
at those high-symmetry points. To confirm the theoreti-
cal results, we have systematically performed the ab ini-
tio phonon calculations on some materials for each SG in
Table I. As an example, we focus on the results and dis-
cussions on K2Sn2O3 of SG 199 in the main text, and put
the discussions for other SGs in the SM. The crystallo-
graphic data of K2Sn2O3 are adopted from Ref. [36], and
the primitive cell is illustrated in Fig. 2A, where the pur-
ple (black and red) atoms stand for K (Sn and O) atoms.
The material example belongs to the body-centered cu-
bic structure with SG I213. Each primitive cell contains
14 atoms with four K, and four Sn and six O atoms.
The bulk BZ, (001) surface BZ and (110) surface BZ are
shown in Fig. 2B.
The calculated phonon dispersions of K2Sn2O3 are
shown in Fig. 2C. It’s clearly seen that there are some
band crossings (degeneracies) at high-symmetry k-points,
especially for the optical dispersions. First, we do find
that all the phonon bands are doubly degenerate at P
point, resembling monopole WPs. The corresponding
results of the Chern number calculations for the bands
around P point are shown in Fig. 2C and its insets. From
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FIG. 2: The crystalline structure of K2Sn2O3 and its phonon dispersions. A Crystal structure of K2Sn2O3 in a
primitive cell, where the purple (black and red) atoms stand for K (Sn and O). B The bulk BZ of the sample and the related
(001) and (110) surface BZs. C and D The phonon dispersions of K2Sn2O3 along high-symmetry lines and the density of states
(DOS) without the polariton of LOTO splitting. The Chern numbers of some nontrivial phonon branches around P and H
points are shown. E The distributions of two monopole WPs (P1 and P2 points) and the spin-1 WP (H point) in the first BZ.
F and G The evolutions of Wannier centers of the 39th phonon band for H, P1 and P2. The Wannier centers (ϕ) are defined
on the series of Wilson loops (parameterized by θ) over a sphere enclosing a WP (inset in g). H The distribution of the Berry
curvature in the (11¯0) plane. The H point (“o”) and the P1/P2 point (“x”) are viewed as the source and the sink of Berry
curvature, respectively.
the dispersions in Fig. 2C, we turn our attention to the
WPs formed by the 39th and 40th bands, which have lin-
ear dispersions in a wide frequency range. Second, we
have also computed the Chern numbers of the two non-
equivalent P points (i.e., P1 and P2). The chiral charges
of WPs at P1 and P2 are computed to be −1. Here, the
chiral charge of a WP is defined by the Chern number
of the lower band, which is computed by the Wilsonloop
technique on a sphere enclosing the WP [37, 38]. The re-
sults of the sphere for the 39th band around the P point
are shown in Fig. 2G. It’s consistent with TR symme-
try in the system, as mentioned before. By fitting the
two phonon bands in the vicinity of P point, the v1, v2
and v3 coefficients in Eq. (3) are given as 2.19, 2.19 and
-2.19 THz·A˚. Third, since two Weyl phonons carrying a
non-zero net Chern number cannot exist alone in the 3D
BZ, a three-fold spin-1 Weyl phonon is found at H point
(highlighted by blue color), formed by the 39th, 40th and
41st bands. The Chern numbers of these three bands
are computed to be +2, 0, − 2, respectively, as shown
in Fig. 2C. The results of the sphere for the 39th band
around the H point are shown in Fig. 2F. As illustrated
Fig. 2H, the spin-1 WP with C = +2 at H point acts
as the “source” point, whereas two monopole WPs with
C = −1 at P points can be viewed as the “sink” points
of Berry curvature.
Consequently, this system hosts several unconventional
properties: (i) The symmetry-related WPs are of the
same chirality, i.e., the monopole WPs at the P points,
which can generate the nontrivial isofrequency surfaces of
photon with nonzero Chern numbers. (ii) The nontriv-
ial excitations (quasiparticles) are pinned at the high-
symmetry k-points, such as the monopole Weyl phonons
at P and the three-fold spin-1 Weyl phonon at H, which
give rise to large surface arcs due to the large separation
of the sources and sinks of the Berry curvature. (iii) The
spin-1 Weyl phonon is proposed on the boundary of the
BZ of a realistic material and is robust against the LOTO
modification (see Fig. S1 in the SM), supporting that it
could be observed in future experiments. Such a spin-1
Weyl phonon at H is also found in K8 carbon of SG 214
in Section D of the SM.
Exotic surface states
Then, we turn to examine the isofrequency surface con-
tours and the surface arcs to explore the exotic physical
behaviors of the SEWPs. As the two P points are pro-
5FIG. 3: The (001)-surface phonon dispersions and
isofrequency surface contours in K2Sn2O3. A and C
isofrequency surface contours at two frequencies, 16.58 and
16.73 THz. B The surface phonon dispersions along M˜-Γ˜-M˜.
The two frequencies are indicated by two horizontal lines in
B. D The surface phonon dispersions along the square path
around the M˜ point in A, which demonstrate the double-
helical surface states.
jected to the BZ corner (M˜) and the H point to the BZ
center (Γ˜) in Fig. 3A, we plot the (001)-surface phonon
dispersions along the green line of Fig. 3A (i.e., M˜-Γ˜-
M˜) in Fig. 3B. At two chosen frequencies of 16.58 (i.e.,
the frequency of the WPs at P) and 16.73 THz, the arc-
like surface states are illustrated in Figs. 3A and 3C,
respectively. The surface arcs connect the two monopole
WPs at M˜ and one spin-1 Weyl phonon at Γ˜. As ex-
pected, the isofrequency surface contours display double-
helicoid states[39], which are spiral clockwise with in-
creasing frequency. The surface phonon dispersions along
the square-shaped path around M˜ show double-helicoid
surface states (see Fig. 3D), which verifies further the
topological nontrivial feature of the two monopole WPs
at P points.
Next, we plot the (110)-surface phonon dispersions in
Fig. 4A and the isofrequency surface contours in Figs. 4B-
4D. On the (110)-surface BZ (Fig. 1B), the H, P1 and P2
points are projected to H, P1 and P2, respectively. The
evolution of the surface arcs is illustrated by isofrequency
surface contours for three frequencies, in which the sur-
face arcs are clearly visualized. In this frequency range,
a Lifshitz transition occurs clearly in the arc-like surface
states. Moreover, the surface arcs at higher frequencies
are presented in Fig. S2 of the SM.
Discussion
By performing symmetry analysis in 230 SGs in the pres-
ence of TR symmetry, we demonstrate that there are
FIG. 4: The (110)-surface phonon dispersions and
isofrequency surface contours in K2Sn2O3. A The sur-
face phonon dispersions along the vertical line (i.e., H-P1-Γ-
P2-H) on the (110)-surface BZ of Fig. 1B. B-D The isofre-
quency surface contours at three frequences, 16.58, 16.62 and
16.73 THz as indicated by the three horizontal lines in A.
One can find that Lifshitz transition occurs in the surface arc
states in the frequency range.
also symmetry-enforced WPs in the bosonic systems, e.g.
phonons. We have given a complete list of high-symmetry
k-points, where two-fold Weyl nodes (e.g. C = ±1, ± 2,
and ±4) are protected. This list can guide future exper-
iments in the study of various WPs. Among them, sev-
eral k-points can support only two-fold Weyl phonons,
dubbed SEWPs. Such SEWPs have Chern numbers of
±1 and appear in the nonsymmorphic chiral crystals due
to the lack of improper rotation symmetries and the
presence of nonsymmorphic symmetries. We summa-
rize the high-symmetry k-points of SEWPs in Table I.
The SEWPs are pinned at the boundary of the 3D BZ
by nonsymmorphic symmetries, or the combined sym-
metry of TR and 41. To confirm our findings, we have
systematically investigated the phonon spectra of some
realistic materials of the SGs in Table I by using first-
principles calculations. Taking K2Sn2O3 of SG 199 as
an example, two Weyl phonons at P and a spin-1 Weyl
phonon at H appear together in between the 39th and
40th bands. The corresponding surface phonon disper-
sions display multiple double-helicoid surface states. In
addition, the significant separation between the points
P and H forms very long and visible surface arcs. Our
findings not only present an effective way to search for
WPs in bosonic systems, but also offer some promising
candidates for studying monopole Weyl and spin-1 Weyl
phonons.
METHODS
6We carried out the density functional theory (DFT) cal-
culations using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Pack-
age (VASP)[40–42] with the generalized gradient ap-
proximation (GGA) in the form of Pardew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (PBE) function for the exchange-correlation
potential[43–45]. An accurate optimization of struc-
tural parameters is employed by minimizing the interi-
onic forces below 10−6eV/A˚ and an energy cut off at 520
eV. The BZ is gridded with 3×3×3 k points. Then the
phonon dispersions are gained using the density func-
tional perturbation theory (DFPT), implemented in the
Phonopy Package[46]. The force constants are calcu-
lated using a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell. To reveal the phonon
topological nature, we constructed the phononic Hamil-
tonian of the tight-binding (TB) model and obtained
the surface local density of states (LDOS) with the
open-source software Wanniertools[47] code and surface
Green’s functions[48]. The irreps of the phonon bands
can be computed by the program — ir2tb — on the
phononic Hamiltonin of the TB model[49]. Wilson loop
method[37, 38] is used to find the Chern numbers or topo-
logical charge of monopole WPs and spin-1 WPs.
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8Supplementary Materials for “Symmetry-Enforced Weyl Phonons”
A. A complete list of symmetry-protected Weyl points
In the main text, we are focused on some high-symmetry k-points, where only the two-dimensional irrep of Weyl
points (WPs) is allowed. In this section, we have presented a complete list of high-symmetry k-points in Table S1,
wherethe two-dimensional irrep of WPs can be protected in bosonic systems. We call them the symmetry-protected
WPs. We find that these two-fold WPs on the list can host Chern numbers of ±1 [i.e., (monopole) WPs], ±2 [i.e.,
double WPs] and ±4 [i.e., quadruple WPs], respectively. So far, the quadruple WPs with Chern numbers of ±4 (i.e.,
|C| = 4) have been rarely reported[33, 34]. Guided by the list in Table S1, the quadruple WPs can be checked in
future experiments.
B. The phonon dispersions of K2Sn2O3 with LOTO
To illustrate that the three-fold spin-1 Weyl phonon at the high-symmetry point H is robust against the LOTO
modification, the phononic dispersions of the material example K2Sn2O3 in the presence of the polariton of LOTO
splitting are also calculated and shown in Fig. S1. The three bands including 39th, 40th and 41st bands, which form
the three-fold spin-1 Weyl phonon with LOTO, are also highlighted in the right panel of Fig. S1. It is clearly seen
that the polariton of LOTO splitting does not split the three-fold degeneracy at H, supporting that the three-fold
spin-1 Weyl phonon in the present material candidate can be observed in future experiments.
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FIG. S1: The phonon dispersions of the crystal K2Sn2O3 with and without the polariton of LOTO splitting are drawn in the
left panel, and the 39th, 40th and 41st bands around the high-symmetry point H are highlighted in the right panel.
9TABLE S1: A complete list of symmetry-protected two-fold Weyl points in bosonic systems in the presence of time-reversal
symmetry. The first and the second columns indicate the space group (SG) number and the corresponding high-symmetry
k-point [e.g. Γ(GM), Z, A, M, H, K, etc.], respectively. The third and fourth columns show the abstract group (AG), which
the little group of the k-point is isomorphic with, and the corresponding irreps. The fifth column indicates the Chern numbers
(C) of these two-fold Weyl points. See more details for the AGs and their character tables in Ref. [24]. The asterisks indicate
the high-symmetry k-points, where only the two-dimensional irrep of Weyl nodes is allowed.
SG k AG irreps C SG k AG irreps C SG k AG irreps C SG k AG irreps C
* 24 W G716 9 ±1 75 GM G14 2 + 4 ±2 75 M G14 2 + 4 ±2 75 Z G14 2 + 4 ±2
75 A G14 2 + 4 ±2 76 GM G14 2 + 4 ±2 76 M G14 2 + 4 ±2 77 GM G14 2 + 4 ±2
77 M G14 2 + 4 ±2 77 Z G14 2 + 4 ±2 77 A G14 2 + 4 ±2 78 GM G14 2 + 4 ±2
78 M G14 2 + 4 ±2 79 GM G14 2 + 4 ±2 79 Z G14 2 + 4 ±2 79 P G12 2 + 2 ±2
80 GM G14 2 + 4 ±2 80 Z G14 2 + 4 ±2 * 80 P G12 1 + 2 ±1 89 GM G48 5 ±2
89 M G48 5 ±2 89 Z G48 5 ±2 89 A G48 5 ±2 90 GM G48 5 ±2
90 Z G48 5 ±2 91 GM G48 5 ±2 91 M G48 5 ±2 92 GM G48 5 ±2
93 GM G48 5 ±2 93 M G48 5 ±2 93 Z G916 5 ±2 93 A G916 5 ±2
94 GM G48 5 ±2 94 Z G916 5 ±2 95 GM G48 5 ±2 95 M G48 5 ±2
96 GM G48 5 ±2 97 GM G48 5 ±2 97 Z G48 5 ±2 97 P G24 3 + 4 ±2
98 GM G48 5 ±2 98 Z G48 5 ±2 * 98 P G716 10 ±1 143 GM G13 2 + 3 ±2
143 A G13 2 + 3 ±2 144 GM G13 2 + 3 ±2 144 A G13 2 + 3 ±2 145 GM G13 2 + 3 ±2
145 A G13 2 + 3 ±2 146 GM G13 2 + 3 ±2 146 Z G13 2 + 3 ±2 149 GM G26 3 ±2
149 A G26 3 ±2 150 GM G26 3 ±2 150 A G26 3 ±2 150 K G26 3 ±1
150 H G26 3 ±1 151 GM G26 3 ±2 151 A G26 3 ±2 152 GM G26 3 ±2
152 A G26 3 ±2 152 K G26 3 ±1 152 H G26 3 ±1 153 GM G26 3 ±2
153 A G26 3 ±2 154 GM G26 3 ±2 154 A G26 3 ±2 154 K G26 3 ±1
154 H G26 3 ±1 155 GM G26 3 ±2 155 Z G26 3 ±2 168 GM G16 2 + 6 ±2
168 GM G16 3 + 5 ±2 168 A G16 2 + 6 ±2 168 A G16 3 + 5 ±2 168 K G13 2 + 3 ±1
168 H G13 2 + 3 ±1 169 GM G16 2 + 6 ±2 169 GM G16 3 + 5 ±2 169 K G13 2 + 3 ±1
170 GM G16 2 + 6 ±2 170 GM G16 3 + 5 ±2 170 K G13 2 + 3 ±1 171 GM G16 2 + 6 ±2
171 GM G16 3 + 5 ±2 171 A G16 2 + 6 ±2 171 A G16 3 + 5 ±2 171 K G13 2 + 3 ±1
171 H G13 2 + 3 ±1 172 GM G16 2 + 6 ±2 172 GM G16 3 + 5 ±2 172 A G16 2 + 6 ±2
172 A G16 3 + 5 ±2 172 K G13 2 + 3 ±1 172 H G13 2 + 3 ±1 173 GM G16 2 + 6 ±2
173 GM G16 3 + 5 ±2 173 K G13 2 + 3 ±1 177 GM G312 5 ±2 177 GM G312 6 ±2
177 A G312 5 ±2 177 A G312 6 ±2 177 K G26 3 ±1 177 H G26 3 ±1
178 GM G312 5 ±2 178 GM G312 6 ±2 178 K G26 3 ±1 179 GM G312 5 ±2
179 GM G312 6 ±2 179 K G26 3 ±1 180 GM G312 5 ±2 180 GM G312 6 ±2
180 A G312 5 ±2 180 A G312 6 ±2 180 K G26 3 ±1 180 H G26 3 ±1
181 GM G312 5 ±2 181 GM G312 6 ±2 181 A G312 5 ±2 181 A G312 6 ±2
181 K G26 3 ±1 181 H G26 3 ±1 182 GM G312 5 ±2 182 GM G312 6 ±2
182 K G26 3 ±1 195 GM G512 2 + 3 ±4 195 R G512 2 + 3 ±4 196 GM G512 2 + 3 ±4
196 L G13 2 + 3 ±2 197 GM G512 2 + 3 ±4 197 H G512 2 + 3 ±4 198 GM G512 2 + 3 ±4
199 GM G512 2 + 3 ±4 199 H G824 5 + 6 ±4 *199 P G348 7 ±1 *199 P G348 8 ±1
*199 P G348 9 ±1 207 GM G724 3 ±4 207 X G48 5 ±2 207 M G48 5 ±2
207 R G724 3 ±4 208 GM G724 3 ±4 208 X G48 5 ±2 208 M G48 5 ±2
208 R G724 3 ±4 209 GM G724 3 ±4 209 X G48 5 ±2 209 L G26 3 ±2
209 W G24 3 + 4 ±2 210 GM G724 3 ±4 210 X G48 5 ±2 210 L G26 3 ±2
*210 W G716 10 ±1 211 GM G724 3 ±4 211 H G724 3 ±4 212 GM G724 3 ±4
213 GM G724 3 ±4 214 GM G724 3 ±4 214 H G748 6 ±4 *214 P G348 7 ±1
*214 P G348 8 ±1 *214 P G348 9 ±1
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C. The degeneracies for the 40th and 41st phonon bands of K2Sn2O3
Between the 40th and 41st phonon bands of K2Sn2O3 as shown in Fig. 2c in the main text, there are only two spin-1
Weyl phonons at the H and Γ points, respectively. The Chern number of the spin-1 Weyl phonon at Γ is −2. To
show the nontrivial surface arc states associated with them, the isofrequency surface contours at 18.145 and 18.065
THz on the (110) surface are obtained and presented in Figs. S2b and S2c, respectively. The surface arc states and
the double helicoid surface states are clearly seen.
FIG. S2: a, The phonon dispersions on the (110) surface BZ of K2Sn2O3. b, c, The surface arcs for the frequencies of 18.145
and 18.065 THz, respectively. One can see that the very long surface arcs and the double helicoid surface states appear clearly.
D. The SEWPs at other space groups
In this section, we present some other realistic material candidates in the SGs in Table I in the main text, to
illustrate the existence of the SEWPs in realistic materials. Here we investigate the material examples PNO in SG
24, Ag3BiO3 in SG 80, LiAuO2 in SG 98, K2Pb2O3 in SG 199, SiO2 in SG 210 and K6 carbon in SG 214.
In the following subsections, we first draw their primitive unit cells and the first BZs to show the crystal structures,
and then by using symmetry analysis and effective k ·p models, we verify the guiding principle of the search of SEWPs
as described in the main text. Finally, we calculated their phonon dispersions and DOS, and the Chern numbers of
some nontrivial phonon bands to describe the existence of the WPs. The calculation methods are the same as those
described in the main text.
1. The SEWPs in the material PNO in SG 24
The crystallographic data of PNO are adopted from Ref. [50] and the primitive cell is shown in Fig. S3a, where
the purple, gray and red atoms stand for P, N and O atoms, respectively. Each primitive cell contains 6 atoms with
two P, two N and two O atoms, and the corresponding BZ is shown in Fig. S3b. PNO belongs to the body-centered
orthogonal structure with the SG I212121 (No. 24).
SG 24 hosts only Weyl phonons at the W point (the high-symmetry points are defined in Ref. [24], and it hosts one
irreps of the AG G716 in Table I. This SG has a body-centered orthogonal Bravais lattice. The operators C2y and C2z
acting on the primitive lattice vectors (t1, t2, t3) are presented [24] as follows:
C2z
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) 0 1 −11 0 −1
0 0 −1
 , C2y ( t1 t2 t3 ) = ( t1 t2 t3 )
 −1 0 0−1 0 1
−1 1 0
 ,
Thus,
AB = {C2z|1
2
0
1
2
}{C2y|1
2
1
2
0} = {C2x|1, 1
2
,
1
2
}
BA = {C2y|1
2
1
2
0}{C2z|1
2
0
1
2
} = {C2x|0, 1
2
,−1
2
} = {E| − 1, 0,−1}AB
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At the W point ( 14 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ), the pure translation operator {E|−1, 0,−1} is expressed as e2ipi(−1+0−1)/4 = −1. Therefore,
we get {A,B} = 0, which yields that all the phonon bands are doubly degenerate at W.
Next,we analyze a two-band model at the W point in SG 24. We have A2 = {E|000} = 1, B2 = {E|000} = 1
with E identity operator and {A,B} = 0. With the matrix representations of A = σz and B = σy, the k · p-invariant
Hamiltonian is derived as (to the first order),
H24P (k) = v1σxkx + v2σyky + v3σzkz
with σx,y,z Pauli matrices, kx,y,z momentum offset from the P point, and v1,2,3 real coefficients. Obviously, it’s a Weyl
Hamiltonian. The P point of SG 98 and the W point of SG 210 in Table I with anti-unitary commutation relations
share the similar results.
To confirm the above results from the symmetry analysis, the phononic dispersions and DOS of PNO from ab initio
calculations are illustrated in Fig. S3c. One can see that two-fold Weyl phonons are localized at the high-symmetry
point W, one of the corners of the first BZ. Note that the two linear crossing bands possess Chern numbers of ±1,
indicating its topologically nontrivial feature.
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FIG. S3: A realistic candidate PNO in SG 24. a, A unit cell contains 2 P, 2 N and 2 O atoms. b, The first BZ of PNO. c, The
phonon dispersions of PNO along high-symmetry directions. Some nontrivial bands have Chern numbers of ±1 around W point,
which are highlighted by orange color. It is clearly seen that the two-fold Weyl phonons are localized at the high-symmetry
point W, indicating that the SEWPs exist in this material.
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2. The SEWPs in the material Ag3BiO3 in SG 80
The crystallographic data of Ag3BiO3 are adopted from Ref. [50] and the primitive cell is shown in Fig. S4a, where
the gray (rose red and red) atoms stand for Ag (Bi and O) atoms. Ag3BiO3 belongs to the body-centered tetragonal
structure with SG I41 (No. 80) [51]. A primitive cell contains 56 atoms including 24 Ag, and 8 Bi and 24 O atoms,
and the corresponding BZ is shown in Fig. S4b.
SG 80 hosts only Weyl phonons at P point (the high-symmetry points are defined in Ref. [24]) with one two-
dimensional irrep R1R2 of the abstract group G12 in Table I. In G
1
2, there is only one generator C2z. However, by
definition it is easy to deduce that the combination operator T C4z can keep P invariant, although alone C4z and
T are not symmetry operator of P, where T notes the time-reversal symmetry. To prove this, we make use of the
representation of C4z acting on reciprocal lattice vectors ( g1,g2,g3 ) in this body-centered tetragonal Bravais lattice,
C4z
 g1g2
g3
 =
 1 0 −11 0 0
1 −1 0

 g1g2
g3
 ; (5)
So that at the P point ( 14 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ),
C4z P = (
1
4
,
1
4
,
1
4
)
 1 0 −11 0 0
1 −1 0
 = (3
4
,−1
4
,−1
4
);
T (C4z P) = (−3
4
,
1
4
,
1
4
) = P (up to integer reciprocal lattice vectors)
(6)
In this body-centered tetragonal Bravais lattice, C4z acting on the primitive lattice vectors (t1, t2, t3) are presented
in Ref. [24]:
C4z
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) 0 1 00 1 −1
−1 1 0
 , (7)
Thus,
41
2 = {C4z|3
4
1
4
1
2
}2 = {C2z|1, 0, 0}
41
4 = {C4z|3
4
1
4
1
2
}4 = {E|1, 1, 0}
At the P point ( 14 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ), the pure translation operator {E|1, 1, 0} is expressed as e2ipi(1+1+0)/4 = −1. In addition,
since T 4 = 1, we get (T 41)4 = −1, which yields that all the phonon bands have to be doubly degenerate at the P
point. We have checked that there is no symmetry-protected degeneracy on the high-symmetry planes/lines crossing
the P point.
The phononic dispersions and DOS of Ag3BiO3 from the ab initio calculations are shown in Fig. S4c. It is clearly
seen that two-fold SEWPs are localized at the high-symmetry point P. By fitting the two phonon bands of the lower
highlighted WP of P in Fig. S4(c), the v1, v2 and v3 coefficients in Eq. (4) are given as 0.12, 0.12 and -1.43 THz·A˚.
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FIG. S4: A realistic material candidate Ag3BiO3 in SG 80. a, A unit cell contains 56 atoms. b, The first BZ of Ag3BiO3.
c, The phonon dispersions of Ag3BiO3 along high-symmetry directions. It is clearly seen that the two-fold Weyl phonons are
localized at the high-symmetry point P of the first BZ, and the Chern numbers (±1) of the linear crossing bands are highlighted
in the insets of the right panel of the figure c, supporting the appearance of the SEWPs in the material.
3. The SEWPs in the material LiAuO2 in SG 98
The crystallographic data of LiAuO2 are adopted from Ref. [50] and the primitive cell is shown in Fig. S5a, where
the green, yellow and red atoms stand for Li, Au and O atoms, respectively. LiAuO2 belongs to the body-centered
tetragonal structure with SG I4122 (No. 98). Each primitive cell contains 8 atoms with 2 Li, and 2 Au and 4 O
atoms, and the corresponding BZ is shown in Fig. S5b.
SG 98 hosts only Weyl phonons at the P point (the high-symmetry points are defined in Ref. [24]), and it hosts
one irrep of the AG G716 in Table I. This SG has a body-centered tetragonal Bravais lattice. The operators C2y and
C2z acting on the primitive lattice vectors (t1, t2, t3) are presented [24] as follows,
C2z
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) 0 1 −11 0 −1
0 0 −1
 ;
C2y
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) 0 −1 10 −1 0
1 −1 0
 ,
14
Thus,
AB = {C2z|000}{C2y|01
2
1
2
} = {C2x|0,−1
2
,−1
2
}
BA = {C2y|01
2
1
2
}{C2z|000} = {C2x|0, 1
2
,
1
2
}
= {E|0, 1, 1}AB
At the P point ( 14 ,
1
4 ,
1
4 ), the pure translation operator {E|0, 1, 1} is expressed as e2ipi(0+1+1)/4 = −1. Therefore, we
get {A,B} = 0, which yields that all the phonon bands have to be degenerate at the P point.
The phonon dispersions and DOS of LiAuO2 from the ab initio calculations are shown in Fig. S5c. The two-fold
SEWPs are localized at the high-symmetry point P.
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FIG. S5: A realistic material candidate LiAuO2 in SG 98. a, A unit cell contains 8 atoms. b, The first BZ of LiAuO2. c, The
phonon dispersions of LiAuO2 along high-symmetry directions, in which the Chern number (±1) of some linear crossing bands
are highlighted. It is clearly seen that the two-fold SEWPs are localized at the high-symmetry point P of the first BZ.
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4. The SEWPs in the material K2Pb2O3 in SG 199
The crystallographic data of K2Pb2O3 are adopted from Ref. [50] and the primitive cell is shown in Fig. S6a, where
the purple, black and red atoms stand for K, Pb and O atoms, respectively. K2Pb2O3 belongs to the body-centered
cubic structures with SG I213 (No. 199) [52]. Each primitive cell contains 6 atoms with 4 K, and 4 Pb and 6 O atoms,
and the corresponding BZ is shown in Fig. S6b.
It is noted that K2Pb2O3 belongs to the same SG 199 which has already been studied as an example in the main
text, thus the symmetry analysis and the effective k · p model can be referred to the descriptions in the main text.
The phonon dispersions and DOS of K2Pb2O3 from the ab initio calculations are shown in Fig. S6c. It is clearly seen
that two-fold SEWPs and three-fold spin-1 SEWPs are localized at the high-symmetry points P and H, respectively.
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FIG. S6: A realistic material candidate K2Pb2O3 in SG 199. a, Cubic unit cell contains 6 atoms. b, The first BZ of K2Pb2O3.
c, The phonon dispersions of K2Pb2O3 along high-symmetry directions. Similar to K2Sn2O3 studied in the main text, the
two-fold Weyl phonons are localized at the high-symmetry point P.
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5. The SEWPs in the material SiO2 in SG 210
The crystallographic data of SiO2 are obtained from Ref. [50] and the primitive cell is shown in Fig. S7a, where the
blue and red atoms stand for Li and O atoms, respectively. SiO2 belongs to the face-centered cubic structures with
SG F4132 (No. 210). Each primitive cell contains 36 atoms including 12 Si, and 24 O atoms, and the corresponding
BZ is shown in Fig. S7b.
SG 210 hosts only Weyl phonons at the W point (the high-symmetry points are defined in Ref. [24]) with a two-
dimensional irrep R10 of the abstract group G716 in Table I. This space group is a face-centered cubic Bravais lattice.
The operators C2x and C2f acting on the primitive lattice vectors (t1, t2, t3) are presented [24] as below:
C2x
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) −1 −1 −10 0 1
0 1 0
 ;
C2f
(
t1 t2 t3
)
=
(
t1 t2 t3
) −1 0 00 0 −1
0 −1 0
 ,
(8)
Thus,
AB = {C2x|000}{C2f |1
4
1
4
1
4
} = {C2d| − 3
4
1
4
1
4
}
BA = {C2f |1
4
1
4
1
4
}{C2x|000} = {C2d|1
4
1
4
1
4
}
= {E|1, 0, 0}AB
where C2d is the Jone’s symbol defined in cubic lattice as
C2d
(
t1 t2 t3
)
≡
(
t1 t2 t3
) 1 1 10 −1 0
0 0 −1
 ; (9)
It’s easy to prove that C2xC2y=C2yC2x=C2d. At the W point (
1
2 ,− 14 , 34 ), the pure translation operator {E|1, 0, 0} is
expressed as e2ipi/2 = −1. Therefore, we get {A,B} = 0, which yields all the phonon bands have to be degenerate
at the P point. We have checked that there is no symmetry-protected degeneracy on the high-symmetry planes/lines
that cross the W point. Especially, we have to exclude those containing inversion symmetry and improper rotational
symmetries.
The phonon dispersions and DOS of SiO2 from the ab initio calculations are shown in Fig. S7c. It is clearly seen
that the two-fold SEWPs are located at the high-symmetry point W, which is in agreement with the above results from
the symmetry analysis. It is noted that the phononic spectra of SiO2 in SG 210 show many imaginary frequencies,
because it isn’t a stable crystal.
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FIG. S7: A realistic material candidate SiO2 in SG 210. a, A cubic unit cell contains 36 atoms. b, The first BZ of SiO2. c,
The phonon dispersions and DOS of SiO2 along high-symmetry directions, and the Chern number (±1) of some linear crossing
bands are highlighted in the right panel. It is clear that the symmetry-enforced two-fold Weyl phonons are localized at the
high-symmetry point W of the first BZ.
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6. The SEWPs in the material K6 Carbon in SG 214
The primitive cell of K6 Carbon in SG 214 is described in Fig. S8a, where the brown atoms stand for C atoms.
K6 Carbon belongs to the body-centered cubic structures with SG I4132 (No. 214), which are in good agreements
with previous calculation results [53]. Each primitive cell contains 6 C atoms, and the corresponding BZ is shown in
Fig. S8b.
Similar to SG 199, SG 214 hosts only Weyl phonons at the P point (the high-symmetry points are defined in Ref. [24],
even though it hosts three different two-dimensional irreps of the abstract group G348 in Table I. Since the exactly
same position and symmetry of the P point in SG 214 and SG 199, we can easily get the same anti-commutation
relation {A,B} = 0 by same process where A:{C2x| 12 120},B:{C2z| 321 12}. The anti-commutation relation yields that
all the phonon bands have to be degenerate at the P point. We have checked that there is no symmetry-protected
degeneracy on the high-symmetry planes/lines that cross the P point. Especially, we have to exclude those containing
inversion symmetry and improper rotation symmetries.
The phonon dispersions and DOS of K6 carbon from the ab initio calculations are shown in Fig. S8c. It is clearly
seen that two-fold SEWPs are localized at the high-symmetry point P. By fitting the two phonon bands of the middle
highlighted WP of P in Fig. S8(c), the v1, v2 and v3 coefficients in Eq. (3) are given as 1.66, 1.66 and 1.66 THz·A˚.
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FIG. S8: A realistic material candidate K6 Carbon in SG 214. a, A cubic unit cell contains 6 C atoms. b, The first BZ of
K6 Carbon. c, The phonon dispersions of K6 Carbon along high-symmetry directions. The Chern numbers (0 and ±2) of the
three linear crossing bands around the high-symmetry point H, and the Chern numbers (±1) of the two linear crossing bands
at the high-symmetry point P are highlighted.
